Short version:

Informed consent cannot happen in the presence of mandates. There can be no informed consent when medicine is mandated.

Long version:

Informed consent cannot happen in the presence of mandates. There can be no informed consent when medicine is mandated. Informed consent regards a formal opting in; it should never require a formal opting out.

Furthermore, with highly restrictive or nonexistent exemptions the reality for many, there is often not even the option to opt out of one, some, or all vaccines, formally or otherwise. When one is threatened, coerced, or forced to vaccinate, informed consent becomes null and void.

We must explain and socialize at every opportunity the truth that informed consent and vaccine mandates cannot co-exist.

Additionally, there can be no informed consent:

-When all ingredients are not required to be listed on vaccine labels.

-When fraud, deception, lies, and whistleblower admissions/confessions, which go back for decades and which continue present day, are ignored, denied, destroyed, and buried.

-When established science confirms the hazards, including the potential to kill, of the ingredients in vaccines (i.e. known toxins, neurotoxins, carcinogens, mutagens, etc.) but doctors are not taught these facts in medical school, and therefore these facts
are not acknowledged, admitted, or shared with vaccine recipients and parents.

-When doctors and other medical professionals are not taught about, nor required to report, vaccine failures, vaccine injuries, and vaccine deaths. Due to these facts, no accurate portrayal of risks can be shared with vaccine recipients.

-When the FDA, CDC, and vaccine-making pharmaceutical companies continue to be shown as being corrupt to the core, and when not one word from them can be trusted.

-When doctors and others tout the benefits of vaccines, they are spouting nothing other than a lecture of personal opinion. There is no valid science to back up the safety, efficacy, and necessity claims they make.

-When doctors kick patients who refuse to vaccinate according to their demands out of their practices.

Informed consent and medical mandates of any sort, including vaccine mandates, are an oxymoron. They cannot co-exist.

We must dispel the notion that there is even the possibility of having informed consent when it comes to vaccination in today's world...due to lack of necessary and accurate information, and due to mandates.
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